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A teacher of mathematics has a great opportu-
nity. If he fills his allotted time with drilling his
students in routine operations he kills their
interest, hampers their intellectual develop-
ment, and misuses his opportunity. But if he
challenges the curiosity of his students by
setting them problems proportionate to their
knowledge, and helps them to solve their
problems with stimulating questions, he may
give them a taste for, and some means of,
independent thinking.

Polya, 1944, preface to the first printing
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A common characteristic of high

school mathematics instruction is the
lack of motivation teachers provide for
learning abstract concepts. I often hear
students ask, “Why should I learn this
concept?” “Where could I use it? Is it
applicable in everyday life?”

Humenberger maintains in his article
“Applicable Mathematics” that high-
lighting the usefulness of mathematics
should be a general concern of the
teaching of mathematics (2000). In a
discussion of math teaching today
“words such as applying and applicable
become more important than applied or
applications” (Humenberger, 2000, ¶1).
Hans Freudenthal (1973) also contends
that students should learn how to apply
mathematics; it is more important to
learn how to apply mathematics than to
learn applied mathematics. So, the
question I have sought to answer is: How
should I teach mathematics so students
perceive it as useful?

Another serious drawback of conven-
tional mathematics instruction is that the
students do not get the sense that math-
ematics is a process. The compulsory
curriculum and traditional teaching

methods used by many teachers fail to
illustrate the way mathematicians actu-
ally do mathematics. Students do not
realize that all the results in mathematics
are obtained only after many attempts,
after long struggles to solve certain
fundamental problems. They view math-
ematics as a given set of rules and laws
established many years ago that they are
now obliged to use. They can see only the
petrified structure, with no trace of the
creative process that produced it. This
fact raises another question for me: How
can I help my students understand the
road that mathematicians travel to
obtain mathematical solutions?

Mathematicians know that they owe
much to the work of their predecessors.
Math teachers know that the mathemat-
ics we are teaching now is the result of
centuries of mathematics research. We
also know that much current mathemati-
cal theory has its beginnings in the work
of 18th- and 19th-century mathemati-
cians. But what about the students—do
they have this historical perspective?
Would a course on the history of math-
ematics help students understand how
mathematics has developed?

As I have tried to find answers to these
questions, it has become clear to me that
mathematics can be richer and more
meaningful if it is taught in a historical
context, and in connection with other
fields.
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My practical response to these ques-
tions was to design a new course for
students in the ninth form (students
about 15 or 16 years old): The History and
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Application of Mathematics. This elective
course introduced a small part of the
history of mathematics and outlined the
connection between mathematics and
other fields, and gave the students the
opportunity to rediscover mathematical
principles, to do mathematics. The
content was based on concepts the
students had learned in the fifth through
eighth forms and on the topics they
would be studying during the ninth form.
We omitted parts of the history of math-
ematics dealing with concepts the stu-
dents had not yet encountered, leaving
the door open for further continuation of
the course during the 10th–12th forms.
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In organizing the course, I used a

framework for active learning and
critical thinking developed by the
Reading and Writing for Critical Think-
ing Program, a model known by the
acronym ERR. This model begins with a
phase called evocation, in which stu-
dents are encouraged to “consider their
assumptions about a topic, raise ques-
tions about it, are encouraged to set
purposes for learning” (RWCT glossary,
n.d.), and generally raise their curiosity
about it.

The second phase is called realization of
meaning, during which students “inquire,
examine and construct meaning” (RWCT
glossary, n.d.). In the third phase of
reflection, the students consider what they
have learned and compare it with their
prior assumptions; “they apply the
learning to new situations, they question
or debate the ideas, and they begin to
reorder their thinking to accommodate
what they have learned” (RWCT glos-
sary, n.d.). I usually continue the lesson
outside the classroom with a fourth
phase, an extension activity, to “extend the
ideas into further study of real-life appli-
cations” (RWCT glossary, n.d.).
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One of the students’ favorite lessons in

the course was “The Golden Ratio.” It
was one of my favorites, too, because it
offered so many possibilities for students
to connect mathematics with its history,
and also make connections with nature,
architecture, music, paintings, etc.

The objectives of the lesson were to
enable students to:

• solve, and recognize solutions for,
the equation x² - x -1 = 0

• reword and solve Proposition 30
from Book VI of Euclid’s Elements

• reword and solve Proposition 11
from Book II of Euclid’s Elements

• identify the Egyptian triangle
• prove the main property of the

Egyptian triangle
• draw a logarithmic spiral
• identify connections between the

equation x² - x - 1 = 0 and nature
• identify connections between the

equation x² - x - 1 = 0 and architec-
ture.

I launched the Evocation stage by
showing the students a set of images (on
transparencies): the Khufu (Cheops)
Pyramid, a statue by Phidias, the Parthe-
non in Athens, seeds in a flower head.
Then I had the students solve the equa-
tion x² - x - 1 = 0. The students started
asking questions: “What do the Pyramid,
the Parthenon, and the seed head have
to do with math?” “Why are you asking
us to solve an equation after seeing these
transparencies that have no relationship
to math?” or “Why are you showing us
these pictures?” I had them write all
these questions on a flip-chart, and I
promised to give them answers at the
end of the lesson if they had not found
the answers themselves by then.

For the Realization of Meaning stage I
used a strategy called Jigsaw II (Slavin,
1980). Students are divided into four- or
five-member teams. Everyone receives a
copy of a text (i.e., book or article), and
each team member is assigned a topic
(part of the text) on which to become an
“expert.” Students join their expert
counterparts from the other teams and
discuss their topics in expert groups,
devising strategies for teaching their
assigned topic. They then return to their
original teams, where they are responsi-
ble for teaching their topic to their
teammates. Students are highly moti-
vated to listen to their peer teachers,
because the only way they have access to
the information is through these peers”
(Henley, 1997, ¶3). The class follows a
cycle of teaching, teamwork, and indi-
vidual assessment. Teams earn certifi-
cates or other forms of recognition based
on the degree to which all team members
have improved over their past perform-
ances.
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For our Golden Ratio class we formed
five “home” groups. Each team member
was assigned a role (e.g., writer, reporter,
timekeeper, facilitator). Everyone re-
ceived a copy of the text for the lesson
and read it (see Appendix 2). Putting
together the text for this lesson from
original source materials was the most
difficult part for me as the teacher. But I
am convinced that, if carefully chosen,
original sources can be accessible and
very enriching for both students and
teacher. My aim was to provide the
students an opportunity to discover
information and ideas in a source text,
and to transfer mathematical concepts to
other fields (e.g., biology, architecture).
At the same time, I wanted to give the
students a sense of the timeline of math-
ematical research. For example, I wanted
them to understand that the values of Le
Corbusier’s Modulor exist because of
Proposition 30 from Euclid’s Elements.
Almost every mathematical idea is built
on ideas developed previously.

The students now rearranged them-
selves into their so-called “expert”
groups, and each group received a
different worksheet. Each expert
worksheet contained three questions
based on a marked section of the text.
The questions were as follows:
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1. Reword Proposition 30 from Book VI
of Euclid’s Elements.

2. Prove Proposition 30 from Book VI
of Euclid’s Elements.

3. What is the connection between
Proposition 30 and the Golden
Ratio?
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1. What is the secret of the harmony of
design of the Khufu (Cheops) Pyra-
mid?

2. Identify the ratio between the hypot-
enuse and the shorter leg of the
Egyptian triangle.

3. What is the connection between the
Egyptian triangle and the Golden
Ratio?
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1. Reword Proposition 11 from Book II
of Euclid’s Elements.

2. Prove Proposition 11 from Book II of
Euclid’s Elements.

3. What is the connection between
Proposition 11 and the Golden Ratio?
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1. How is a logarithmic spiral ob-
tained? Draw a logarithmic spiral.

2. Give examples of the logarithmic
spiral in the natural world.

3. What is the connection between the
logarithmic spiral and the Golden
Ratio (Golden Section)?
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1. Is there a connection between
geometry and architecture?

2. Explain what Modulor means.
3. Find the first 15 values of the

Modulor.

The assignment for the expert groups
was to answer the questions, create a
poster illustrating the answers, and find
methods for teaching the topic to the
other students. The lesson was planned
to allow adequate time for all three
portions of the assignment.

The students in expert group #1 were
surprised to discover, after carefully
researching the text, that Proposition 30
from Book VI of Euclid’s Elements ad-
dresses the aesthetic problem described in
the Introduction section of the text. They
realized that the idea of finding the point
that divides a line segment in extreme
and mean ratio was built upon Euclid’s
Definition 3.

The students in expert group #2 began
by identifying the important informa-
tion, represented it by drawing a pyra-
mid, noted the givens and the goals in
“their” part of the text, and listed steps
toward a solution. It was wonderful to
see them discover that writing or reading
with a pencil in hand helped clarify and
develop their thinking.

The students from expert group #3
found it very difficult to reword Proposi-
tion 11 from Book II of Euclid’s Elements.
One of them reported, “In reading Euclid’s
Proposition and trying to prove the theo-
rem we had to interpret the text of the
theorem ourselves, and we felt as though
we were Euclid. We discussed the ques-
tions a lot, and we managed to accom-
plish our tasks only in small steps.”

The students from expert group #4
discovered that there is a close relation-
ship between the Golden Ratio and the
logarithmic spiral. Specifically, a loga-
rithmic spiral can be derived from a
golden rectangle. “The logarithmic spiral
is older than mathematics,” the students
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wrote. “The spiral has been produced for
millions of years in nature: in the ar-
rangement of sunflower seeds on the seed
head; in the shape of the nautilus shell.”

The students in expert group #5 wrote
on their poster: “Geometry is all around
us!” They identified many three-dimen-
sional shapes (cube, tetrahedron, cylin-
der, etc.), as well as the Golden Ratio,
in the Parthenon building. They calcu-
lated the relation between the values
of the Modulor (41.5 + 66.5 = 108;
108 + 66.5 = 174.5…), and thus were able
to find the first 15 values of the Modulor.

When they had completed their expert
assignments, the students returned to
their home groups and presented their
mini-topics to their teammates. I chose
one of the expert groups at random to
present their mini-topic to the whole class.
The posters made by the other groups
were put on display, and the group report-
ers summarized each home group’s work.
I offered feedback both to the groups and
to individual group members.

For the Reflection stage of the lesson,
the students could choose either of two
assignments:

• In 10 minutes, write an essay ex-
plaining, from your point of view,
Johannes Kepler’s (1571–1630)
statement, “Geometry has two great
treasures: One is the Theorem of
Pythagoras; the other, the division of
a line into extreme and mean ratios,
that is, the Golden Mean. The first
we may compare to a measure of
gold; the second to a precious jewel”
(quoted in Calter, 1998, Egyptian
Triangle, ¶2); or

• Answer the question (in writing):
Are there any advantages to the
spiral shape of the clusters of seeds
in a flower head?

Sorina wrote one of the essays I liked
most. Her idea was that it is the precious
jewel that gives a gold ring its beauty.
The Pythagorean Theorem is extremely
useful, so it is precious like gold; but the
Golden Ratio gives us beauty, so it is
precious like a jewel. We can find the
Golden Ratio everywhere—in postcards,
stamps, buildings, human bodies, fash-
ion—so clearly it is visually attractive.
The jewel is pleasing to the eye.

Sergiu chose the second alternative,
and gave one of the best answers to the

question. He wrote that the advantage to
the spiral shape lies in the optimal
distribution of the seeds—since they are
uniformly distributed on the seed head,
there are as many as possible in the
given space, and they can all be the
same size.

At the end of the lesson we returned to
the questions we had written after seeing
the transparencies. Now the students
could answer them all.

For the Extension stage, I chose some of
the projects described by Dr. Ron Knott on
the webpage http://www.mcs.surrey.ac.uk/
Personal/R.Knott/Fibonacci/fibInArt.html:
1. Analyze Leonardo da Vinci’s paintings

The Annunciation and Madonna with
Child and Saints. (You can find these
paintings in the Uffizi Gallery’s website
http://www.uffizi.firenze.it/
welcome.html.) Can you identify the
Golden Ratio in these two paintings?
(Other links specifically related to the
Golden Ratio and art include the Web
Museum pages on Durer, http://
sunsite.doc.ic.ac.uk/wm/paint/auth/
durer/, and Famous Painting Virtual
Exhibition, http://sunsite.doc.ic.ac.uk/
wm/paint/.)

2. Find the Golden Sections in Baginsky’s
method of constructing violins. You
can find information on the website
about Baginsky at http://
www.violin.odessa.ua/method.html.

3. Find the Golden Ratio in Mozart’s
music and in Beethoven’s Fifth Sym-
phony. You can find related articles in
Mathematics Magazine, Vol. 68, No. 4,
pp. 275–282; in Mathematics Teaching,
vol. 84 in 1978, pp. 56–57; and online
at http://www.americanscientist.org/
template/AssetDetail/assetid/24551,
and http://www.science-frontiers.com/
sf107/sf107p14.htm).

Editor’s note: some of these pages are no
longer accessible.
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I have been teaching this course for five

years now. I have changed it a little bit
each time, because the students’ feedback
always gives me some new and interest-
ing ideas. This article describes the most
recent form, the form I used this year.

Each year, the result has been that my
students have gained a different percep-
tion of mathematics, and they have felt a
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greater affinity for it. Mathematics has a
history, something it shares with the
humanities; like history, it is still evolv-
ing. Mathematics is strongly related to
the real world—it is not merely a useless
collection of notions, axioms, theorems,
and lemmas, as it might appear to some.
It is the result of human beings’ attempts
to understand the world in which we live.

Another feature that distinguishes this
course from most math instruction is that
the students are asked to make value
judgments. For example, there are two
types of geometry: Euclidian and non-
Euclidian. Which is “better”? Similarly,
various proofs may exist for the same
theorem. Which one is most elegant, and
why? There are many open problems/
conjectures/assertions in mathematics
that need to be critically studied. It
follows that mathematics involves crea-
tivity, that sometimes 2 + 2 does not
equal 4. In discovering these dimensions,
my students come to realize that math-
ematics is alive and is still being created.

Here are some of the students’ com-
ments from the end of the last school
year:

I discovered mathematics for myself.
Working through the source text with a
partner and participating in group discus-
sions, when each of us could share his/her
understanding of the material, allowed me
to understand the text, and all the difficul-
ties I had were resolved.

—Tudor Munteanu

For me this course was like a breath of fresh
air in the context of the mathematics I’m
studying in the compulsory curriculum.
I’ve started to like math, and I’m getting
better grades in math because I’ve started
to really work on the exercises and prob-
lems. They are no longer as difficult for me
as they used to be.

—Radu Hozan

I found the original sources fascinating. At
first, they seemed to me like a text in a
foreign language I had never studied, even
though the words were [in my native
language] Romanian. I’m still thinking
about Euclid’s Proposition concerning the
Golden Ratio…. At first I understood
nothing. After the discussions with my
classmates the hypothesis and the conclu-
sion became clear to me, and I felt like
Euclid trying to prove the proposition.

—Vlad Balancan

This course made me realize that math-
ematics is not only calculus and theorems;
it has some interesting aspects. I didn’t

know that music and mathematics were
related. Rational numbers and music
harmony…when I told this to my elder
brother he thought that I was joking.

—Sergiu Simionca

It was nice for me to discover that the
subjects we are studying at school are
related. History is not just history and
mathematics is not just mathematics. Now
I would like to learn something about the
history of physics, for example.

—Aurelian Ciceo

I learned some interesting facts. I’ll try to
find out more about the Arabian math-
ematicians. It was so strange for me to find
out that a mathematician (Omar
Khayyam) wrote poems. I thought that
mathematicians were boring people.

—Flaviu Craciun

This course made me understand why all
these abstract mathematical concepts
appeared. I was surprised to find out that
the digit zero was introduced a long time
after the other natural and rational num-
bers. I think that it was very difficult for
people to conceive of the idea that ‘noth-
ing’ needs a numerical representation.

—Ioana Jarda

I’m good in mathematics, but I never
thought that I might be able to discover
something new in mathematics. During
this course, I didn’t really discover new
theorems, because these theorems were
proved a long time ago, but for me it was
like a discovery. I thought that the math
people need was already known and
written in books, but I realized that people
are still doing research, and trying to
discover and prove new theorems.

—Andrei Cristorian
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The intention of this article is to share

with other teachers a different approach
to mathematics. The teacher’s role is to
engage students in learning mathematics
and to provide experiences that will
enable students to construct an under-
standing of the discipline for themselves.
The History and Applications of Math-
ematics course helped me to carry out
this hard task. The students’ enthusiasm
demonstrated that a humanistic and
dynamic vision of mathematics, with
mathematical explorations in their own
context and with their own motivation,
not only engage students in learning
mathematics, but also enable them to
think critically about the mathematical
universe.
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To discover information and
ideas within a text

To identify important informa-
tion, to represent the information,
and to note givens and goals

To seek relationships between
given and goals, to identify steps
to a solution

To evaluate information and
ideas, reflecting on the validity
of the text

To transfer mathematical acqui-
sitions to other fields (biology,
architecture, arts)

To develop the social skills that
support productive mathemati-
cal work with peers

To experiment with mathemati-
cal creation

��(	���%�	�����������"���	�

Reading mathematical texts/original writings and writing/re-writing
mathematical concepts;

Note: Reiter (1998, ¶1) points out that although most students “learn to read”
during their first year of primary school…reading is a skill which continues to
develop…as the reading material becomes more sophisticated and as the expecta-
tions for the level of understanding increase…. Mathematical reading (and for that
matter, mathematical writing) is rarely expected, much less considered to be an
important skill, or one which can be increased by practice and training….

The activities and habits needed to learn from written mathematics are quite
different from those involved in learning from a mathematics lecture or from those
used in other types of text.

When we discuss an original mathematical text, things become more
complicated

The support of student engagement with the text by the analysis of the
text, including putting the information into the student’s own words/
mathematical symbols, and interpretation of the information

Tasks that can be carried out through strategies of cooperative learning

Reading, writing, and discussing mathematics
Note: Reiter (1998, Reading Theorems section ¶1) stated that in almost any
advanced mathematics text, theorems, their proofs and motivation for them make
up a significant portion of the text. The question then arises, how does one read and
understand a theorem properly? What is important to know and remember about a
theorem? A few questions to consider are:
• What kind of theorem is this? (some possibilities are: a classification of some type

of object, an equivalence of definitions, an implication between definitions…)
• What’s the content of this theorem?
• Why are each of the hypotheses needed?
• How does this theorem relate to other theorems?
• What’s the motivation for this theorem?

Tasks that can be carried out through strategies of cooperative learning

Group work with established guidelines

Study of original sources
Note: original sources bring students as close as possible to the experience of math-
ematical creation. They experience the determination, the false starts and faulty
logic, and the successes of mathematical researchers.

)���	��5
  1. History of mathematics: sources of the history of mathematics
  2. Natural numbers and the history of numbering systems
  3. The appearance of integers and rational numbers
  4. Irrational numbers
  5. Numbers in nature
  6. Algebra: a brief history, including examples, of solving linear equations with one variable
  7. Famous problems: Pythagoras’s students, Squaring the circle, Diophantus’s Epitaph, Zeno’s

paradox
  8. Pythagoras’s Academy—academy, sect, or secret political association
  9. The Pythagorean Theorem
10. Perfect and amicable numbers
11. Pythagoras statement: “All is number”
12. The Golden Ratio
13. Fermat’s Last Theorem
14. The evolution of Number Theory
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(Note: The syllabus below was previously published in Bernat S.E. & Chis V., 2003).
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Let’s start with an aesthetic problem. Consider
a line segment. How can the segment be cut in
two parts, so that the resulting proportions are
pleasing to the eye? Some people would say that
we should cut the segment in two equal parts;
others would say that the two segments should
be in the ratio 3:1.

The Greeks found what they thought was the
right answer to this problem. Plato believed that
if the line segment were divided into two un-
equal segments so that the smaller segment was
related to the larger in the same way that the
larger segment was related to whole, the result
would be a proportional relationship with spe-
cial properties (Andi, Mel & Shuj, 2000, Aesthet-
ics section, ¶2 ).

In other words,

�/F�)�G�)F�)/H

In geometry, we call this the Golden Ratio (or
the Golden Mean, the Divine Section, the Golden
Cut, the Golden Proportion, or the Divine Pro-
portion). If we rename the segments such that
AB = a, AC = b, and CB = c, then the propor-
tion takes the form: a/b = b/c. The ratio b/c
between the larger segment (AC) and the
smaller one (CB) is the Golden Ratio, expressed
as �. If we take into account that a = b + c and
we substitute (b + c) for a in the equation above
we obtain a second equation: (b + c)/b = b/c.
Dividing the relation by b and replacing b/c
with � yields a third equation: 1 + 1/� = �, which
shows us that the Golden Ratio differs from its
inverse by one. From the third equation we can
obtain the equation �2 - � - 1 = 0, which has
the solution:

(Aslaksen, n.d., The Golden Ratio, ¶1).

6H�Euclid also discussed this special proportion,
although he never gave it any numerical value.
This problem is solved in Euclid’s Elements,
Book VI. At the beginning of Book VI, in Defi-
nition 3, Euclid states, “A straight line is said
to have been cut in extreme and mean ratio
when, as the whole line is to the greater seg-
ment, so is the greater to the less.” Proposition
30 from the same book is “To cut a given finite
straight line in extreme and mean ratio” (Joyce,
1997, ¶1). The proposition leads to the Golden
Ratio.

)
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• Teacher observation
• Personal communication
• Projects + student performances
• Essays
• Self-evaluation
• Peer group assessment:

• monitoring individual or group presentations (skills in group work, communica-
tion, planning, organizing, presenting skills)

• monitoring project work in teams (complementary roles tend to be adopted)
• monitoring written assignments (involving students in setting criteria)

• Portfolio: Most of these materials will become a part of the student’s portfolio. Port-
folios will include a minimum of the following pieces: an essay written by the stu-
dent on his/her expectations, a self-evaluation sheet, an essay on the development
of mathematical ideas, a self-report of learning by the student (which will include
answers to the questions: What did you learn? Why do you think that this course is
important to your mathematics education? How will you be able to use the knowl-
edge that you have gained in this course?)
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9H�Nobody knows who set out the first math-
ematical statement of the Golden Ratio. It is
certain that the Egyptians knew this ratio and
used it in building the pyramids. According to
Herodotus, the Egyptian priests confided in him
that the secret of the harmony in the design of
the Khufu (Cheops) Pyramid is that the area of
each triangular face is equal to the square of
the pyramid’s vertical height.

representation of the equation a(a - x) = x² or
x² + ax = a². Euclid and the Greek mathemati-
cians solved quadratic equations using geo-
metrical (spatial) methods. This construction
gives the position of the point on the line seg-
ment AB and, after finding it, there is no fur-
ther mention of it (translation from Câmpan,
1981, pp. 49–50).

If we consider a square pyramid with the height
a, the slope height b, and the length of the side
of the square base 2c, we obtain: a² = bc. But, if
we take into account that the Egyptian triangle
(the triangle formed by the height of the pyra-
mid, the slant height, and half the base) is a
right triangle and a² + c² = b², we replace a²
and we obtain bc + c² = b² or, dividing by c²,
(b/c)² - b/c - 1 = 0, that is the equation that
represents the Golden Ratio.

It is likely that Greek mathematicians knew
about the Golden Ratio from the Egyptians.
In their study of irrational numbers, the
Pythagoreans included the Golden Ratio, even
if there is no specific mention of it (transla-
tion from Câmpan, 1981, p. 49).

;H�Some historians believe that Book II of Eu-
clid’s Elements covers material originally stud-
ied by Theodorus of Cyrene, while others at-
tribute the material to Eudox of Caidos. Plato,
one of the best-known Greek philosophers, re-
portedly considered the Golden Ratio the key
to the physics of the cosmos. In the Elements,
Euclid examines this problem a number of
times. The first time it appears is in Book II,
Proposition 11: “To cut a given straight line
so that the rectangle contained by the whole
and one of the segments equals the square on
the remaining segment.” This construction cuts
a line into two parts to create a geometrical
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<H�Consider a rectangle with sides in the ratio
�/1 or 1/� such that when it is partitioned into
a square and a new rectangle, the ratio of the
sides of the new rectangle is also �/1 or 1/�.
This process of subdividing a rectangle into simi-
lar squares and rectangles may be continued
infinitely. Such rectangles are called golden rec-
tangles. Golden rectangles can be found in
many of the proportions of the Parthenon, the
famous ancient temple in the Acropolis in Ath-
ens, Greece.
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The successive points dividing a golden rectan-
gle into squares lie along a curve known as a
logarithmic spiral. The spiral is not actually
tangent to the sides of the squares.

Corbusier (1887–1965) wrote in his book The
modulor: A harmonious measure to the human scale
universally applicable to architecture and mechan-
ics, that architecture in the 20th century could
no longer be restricted to the isolated building,
the individual house. The city as a whole was
architecture. The word modulor, which he in-
vented, is formed from the words modul (ratio)
and or (gold), in other words, the Golden Ratio.
The ancient Golden Ratio offered a new approach
for the architects of the 20th century.

The Modulor is based on two lines, arrived at
via the Golden Ratio and related to the propor-
tions of the human body. The Modulor starts with
the division of the height of a man into two sec-
tions at the waistline. Le Corbusier started with
the length of 216 cm, representing the height of
a man with his arm naturally upraised. In this
case, the distance between his waist and his fin-
gertips is the same as the distance between his
waist and the floor (108 cm). The distance be-
tween his head and his waist (66.5 cm) is the
proper relation to the distance between his head
and his fingertips (41.5 cm). Starting with this
system of proportions, Le Corbusier developed a
graduated scale of proportional dimensions,
which correspond to Fibonacci numbers: 41.5;
66.5; 108; 174.5….

The Modulor, with its proportional scale, allows
for an infinite number of variations within a
unified system of construction. Le Corbusier said:
“the Modulor provides neither talent nor gen-
ius…. It offers simply the joy and certainty of
using the optimal dimensions” (translation from
Câmpan, 1981, pp. 61–63).

A curve similar to this occurs in many places
in nature, for example in the shape of a snail
shell or some seashells (nautilus shell). Many
such spirals can be traced in the circles radiat-
ing from the center of a sunflower seed head
or a pinecone. The spiral is also found in as-
tronomy, in the shapes of nebulae and the tails
of comets.

The Golden Ratio is sovereign throughout the
living world; most animal and plant species
have parts in the ratio �/1 or 1/ �. The navel
divides the human body into two parts in the
Golden Ratio (i.e., the distance from the top of
the head to the navel compared to the distance
from the navel to the ground) and these two
parts are further subdivided in the same ratio.

Jacques Bernoulli’s (1654–1705) tombstone in
Basel bears a depiction of the spiral and the
phrase “Eadem mutata resurgo” (“I shall arise
the same, though changed”) (translation from
Radian, 1981, pp. 48–50).

EH�The Golden Ratio links mathematics with
other domains, especially architecture. In his
well-known architectural treatise, Vitruviu in the
first century B.C. drew attention to the harmony
that must exist between the different parts of a
building and between the whole building and
its environment. This doesn’t mean that the art-
ist wanted to constrain his designs to the Golden
Ratio.

Modern multistory buildings tend to follow a
pattern based on a 1 plus 1 rhythm (ad infini-
tum); this pattern can only lead to monotony. In
Paris in 1950 the famous French architect Le
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UNESCO’s International Bureau of Education, with support from the German Development
Corporation (GTZ), has published a CD-ROM entitled Learning to Live Together: Good Prac-
tices in Schools, highlighting 25 selected projects from RelatED, IBE’s database on learning to
live together. These practices focus on areas such as human rights, conflict resolution and
peace, citizenship, and intercultural understanding that qualify as examples of good practice.
The selected projects have undergone evaluation indicating a measure of positive impact on
learners or the wider community.

The Reading and Writing for Critical Thinking project, an initiative of the Open Society
Institute and the International Reading Association, is one of the 25 featured projects, chosen
for their contribution to crisis prevention and peace
building. RWCT has been active in 30 countries on
four continents around the world, including the
Balkans, the Russian Federation, the Caucasus, Cen-
tral Asia, and Central America.

The CD-ROM includes descriptions of the projects,
evaluation reports, teaching and learning materi-
als, and other relevant data. Selected documents
on the theory and practice of learning to live to-
gether are also included.

The CD-ROM may be obtained
free on request from:

Isabel Byron or Johdi Woodford 
International Bureau of Education
C.P. 199, 1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland
i.byron@ibe.unesco.org 
j.woodford@ibe.unesco.org
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